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Communication présentée au RCSL-SDJ Conference ‘Law and 
Citizenship Beyond the States’ 
Lisbonne, 10-13 Septembre 2018 

 

Socio-legal journals panel 

 

First I would like to thank Pierre Guibentif and all the organisers for having prepared 
this session, for inviting me and giving me the opportunity to participate.  

In my talk, I will give you a few insights based on my short experience as an editor of 
the French journal Droit et société. But I would like to say immediately that it is a 
shared experience with my colleague Pierre Brunet, as we are two editors-in-chief of 
the journal. I would like to apologize for the absence of Pierre who unfortunately 
couldn’t manage to come to Lisbon today. He is held up in Paris but will join the 
Congress later.  

So what is the editorial and academic context for editorial boards in socio-legal 
journals today? How do we cope with the deep transformations in scientific activity 
such as globalization, evaluation, competition? What are our main challenges?  

Many topics deserve to be addressed. My presentation will cover only part of them. 
First I will say a few words about Droit et société. Then I will sketch out a few ideas 
based on our experience concerning 3 points raised by Pierre Guibentif.  

- the articulation between traditional journals and new scientific communication  
- media  
- the growing risk in a digitalized world that journals might be less visible than 

individual articles  
- the challenge of publishing in languages other than English  

 

I / Droit et société  

Droit et société is at the crossroads of law, jurisprudence and social sciences. It was 
founded in 1985 by a group a scholars in order to offer an arena for analyzing law, 
norms and the legal field in an ‘open-minded’ interdisciplinary way. So it is more than 
thirty years old and we publish 3 issues each year, we are now publishing issue 99.  

Jacques Commaille was the editor in chief until last year when Pierre and I were 
appointed co-editors-in-chief. From the beginning, the board has been international 
and interdisciplinary, and has regularly been refreshed with new members. We are 
supported by the CNRS (which is the French national Center for scientific research) 
and our journal is assessed every two year by a committee specialized in law and 
sociology of law. The evaluation criteria are based on:  
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1. Basic criteria such as:  

Publisher responsible; Editorial board; ISSN; Editorial; Submission rules; Frequency; 
At least existing for one or two years (4 to 6 issues) ; Institutional affiliation of the 
authors and members of the Editorial Board ; publishing mainly original articles (not 
only book reviews).  
 

2. Criteria related to the transparency in the papers’ selection:  
Double blind peer-evaluation; evaluation by two experts including one external 
reviewer (not member of the editorial board), etc. 

3. Criteria related to the journal’s diffusion:  
number of subscriptions, number of online consultations ; available on platforms ; 
Indexed in databases.  
 

4. Criteria related to internationalization  
in the editorial board ; in the authors published ; in the subscriptions ; publishing in 
other languages than French ; it is required that title, abstracts and keywords are both 
in English and French. 
 
It’s important to note that not all these criteria are quantified.  
  
Droit et société is mainly a print journal but we do our best to explore new media for 
scientific communication which brings me to my second point  

 

II/ The articulation between traditional journal an d new scientific 
communication media  

So as I’ve just said, we are a print journal but our articles are also available online, 
they have been on the main French platforms for many years now (Cairn and Persée) 
(since 2008 for Cairn and 2015 for Persée1), with only two years of embargo for Cairn; 
and we are also available on Heinonline. We have Twitter and Facebook accounts. But 
we also have a website https://ds.hypotheses.org/33 where we publish our book 
reviews. They are exclusively available online and totally free. And when we need 
more space than our 250 pages, or when we have some special documents with 
numerous illustrations, pictures or diagrams, we can decide to publish part of them on 
the website. For example, in issue 100, we will publish a special issue on legal 
consciousness studies based on the translation of “After Legal consciousness” an 
article by Susan Silbey, with some comments by French scholars and a response by 
Susan. So it’s a bilingual issue where all the papers will be available both in French 
and in English. For example, the original articles written in French will be published in 
hardcopy but the translation into English will be freely available on the web site.  

                                                           

1
 On Persée, you can find the issues published from 1985 to 2000. 
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For our journal, digitalization can be seen as an opportunity but we need to be pro-
active, not to remain by the way side. At the moment, the importance of digitalization 
and on-line publishing, is still underestimated by the French legal publishers which by 
the way are still oriented mainly towards law and jurisprudence, more than socio-legal 
studies which are not their priority. So the innovation doesn’t come from our publisher 
but from ourselves, and from the incentives coming from the CNRS and the other 
French agencies with a strong policy on open data in public research.  

 

 

III / Becoming less visible in a digitalized world? 

Are journals going to be less visible in a digitalized world? What can be sure is that 
our experience shows that the online consultation of articles has been growing 
constantly since we entered the platforms. Moreover there has been a constant and 
parallel drop in subscriptions to the print version of the journal (we mainly have 
subscriptions from institutions and libraries) so yes, our journal is undergoing a 
massive change in its diffusion.  

One of the key question might be what can we do to remain interesting as a journal 
from the authors and readers’ point of view? Our fate also depends on our capacity to 
maintain the intellectual project which the journal stems from alive and vivid and 
ensure it makes sense from a scientific point of view.   

- it is of vital importance not to give up the idea of offering more than a selection 
of articles on various topics. Journals can and must be a place where new issues 
and topics are raised. Structuring journals by special issues on specific topics is 
one way to keep offering genuine scientific added value. In our journal, each 
issue has several sections as well as a special issue on a specific topic. We 
publish ordinary papers in a section called Studies (Etudes), but not more than 3 
per issue.  

- We also try to develop the identity of the journal by setting up new projects in 
its spirit: in issue 100, we will start publishing interviews of sociolegal scholars, 
from all over the world, from various disciplines and specializations, which is a 
way to produce something distinctive and could be appealing for our readers – 
at least we hope so. The idea is also to help structure and institutionalize socio-
legal studies as a field of research in the French-speaking world but not only, 
because some of the portraits might be published in languages other than 
French. This brings me to my last point: the language issue.  
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IV Publishing in which language(s)?  

French legal scholars still read and write mainly in French, I mean in their vast 
majority. For decades, most internationalization was oriented towards developing 
relationships with French speaking countries all over the world. But for the last fifteen 
years, the internationalization of research has gone further than the francophone world: 
some of them are realizing that they need to join the international scientific community 
which means reading and publishing in other languages: mostly in English but also 
Spanish, Italian or German.  

As for our journal, internationalization has always been part of our editorial policy. 
Board members are from European and non-European countries. We publish in French 
but when it makes sense we can publish in other languages: English but not only. We 
have just created a new section called “translated for you” which offers a translation 
from English (it’s a text by Bernard Jackson) and from German (a text by Susan Baer) 
and in a previous issue we also published a translation from an Italian colleague 
(Alberto Lucarelli). It is a way to give readers access to the international community in 
sociology of law and jurisprudence. It can also be useful for teachers as it meets 
students’ needs.  

We have published or are going to publish special issues based on the work of an 
international scholar whose work is seminal for the sociology of law: Marc Galanter 
and his famous text “Why the haves always come out ahead”; Susan Silbey and her 
text “After legal consciousness”. Translating doesn’t mean withdrawing into the 
national languages but we are sure that it’s a way to help the French-speaking 
community be dynamic and active in the international debates. Because translation is 
much more than only a transposition from one language to another: it’s also a question 
of conceptualizations, scientific traditions as well as legal cultures.    

To conclude, a few words about competition and cooperation between journals. Of 
course competition exists but as we publish in different languages, and with different 
audiences, we are not systematically in a competitive context so we find new ways of 
cooperation.  

It should be said that we do not really meet any competition from French journals 
because there is no other sociolegal French journals. Though, our competitors, if I can 
say, are much more out of France and this is the reason why the language issue must 
be taken very seriously and addressed cleverly. Our target audience consists not only 
of researchers but also of French students or young researchers who do not feel as 
comfortable as expected in reading sociolegal literature. So we need to keep a balance 
between foreign-language publications and translations in order to spread some 
classics and up to date papers out. 

For our thirtieth anniversary, in 2015, Jacques Commaille wrote a kind of manifesto 
which was shared with editorial boards of other journals in the field and it ended up 
being signed by 45 journals. Of course it is not radically groundbreaking but it is a 
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way to reaffirm that we share common scientific values and goals. It’s also an 
opportunity to network with other journals which is of great importance.  

The German journal of sociology of law and our journal have also organized a 
partnership with which is a way to strengthen our ties. Two articles published in Droit 
et Société were translated into German and published in the German review last year  
and the opposite has just been done this year. Maybe this kind of exchange can be a 
way to counter the growing competition as well...  

So yes cooperation is necessary and it’s why this session is such a good idea and could 
be very fruitful!  

 


